THE STEWARDS
GUIDE TO
PASSING YOUR
ART EXAM

Name…………………………………….
Tutor Group:………………………….

Visual Mind
Map

A mind map is a diagram used to
represent words, ideas, tasks, or
other items linked to and arranged
around a central key word or idea.
Mind maps are used to generate,
visualise, structure, and classify ideas, and as an aid to studying and
organising information, solving
problems, making decisions, and
writing.
Starting with a central idea that
you would like to map, you add
main related ideas all around it,
connected with lines and keywords. Then you continue that way
for each of the sub-ideas. What
you end up getting is an explosion
of the main idea in the middle of
the map.

Begin to link to a theme
Artist research
Link artists ideas to art
and artwork
Descriptions of artist
work
Trips and visits write ups


Artist Analysis tips:
•‘I like this’ or ‘I don’t like this’ without any further justification is not analysis. Personal opinions must be sup-

ported with explanation, evidence, or justification.
•‘Analysis of Artwork’ does not mean ‘description of Artwork’. To gain high marks, students must move above

and beyond stating the obvious and add perceptive and personal insight. Students should demonstrate higher
order thinking—the ability to analyse, evaluate and synthesize information and ideas. For example if colour
has been used to create strong contrasts in certain areas of art work, students might follow this observation
with a thoughtful assumption about why this the case, perhaps a deliberate attention to a focal point or helping to convey thematic ideas.
•Cover a range of different visual elements and design principles.
•Write alongside the artwork discussed. In almost all cases , written analysis should be presented alongside the
work discussed, so that it is which artwork comments refer to. This makes it easier for examiners to follow
and evaluate the writing.
•Does the artwork communicate an action, narrative or story (eg: an historical event or illustrate a scene from a
story)?
•Does the image explore movement? Do you gain sense that parts or the work are about to change? Topple,
fall, glide, float? Do the images capture motion (eg: multiple or sequential images, blurred around the edges,
scene frozen in mid action, live performance)?
•Are any kind of abstract elements shown? Bars, shapes, splashes, lines… Have these been inspired by other
forms? Is the result spontaneous, accidental creation or careful deliberate arrangement?
•Does the subject capture an instinctual response? Such as items that are informative, shocking or threatening
for humans, eg: abandoned places, abnormally positioned items, human faces, the gaze of people, motion,
text?
•What is your emotional response to the work? What is the overall mood? Positive, energetic, excitement, serious, sedate, peaceful, calm, melancholic, tense, uneasy, uplifting, foreboding, turbulent. What subject matter
choices help to communicate this mood (weather and lighting conditions, colours of objects and scenes)?
•Does the work have a title? Does this change your opinion of the work?
•Are there any events or surrounding environments which have influenced this work? Natural events, social
movements such as feminism, political events, economic situations, historic events, religious settings, cultural
events? What affect did these have on the work?
•What are the connections to your project? Can you learn from the way the artist has approached this subject?
• What media/equipment has been used to create the work? Why was this media used? How was it made? If
painted, what type of paint, oils, watercolours etc… If its printed is it lino, etching, engraving etc… Has it been
done with stencils, an airbrush, cast, constructed or modelled? Have tools or technology been used or is it
hand made?

Sentence starters and ideas to help your written analysis:
•The images make me feel......
•My first impression of the work is….
•What captures my attention….
•This work brings to mind…
•The work reminds me of…
•In the artwork I can see......
•I would describe the composition of the artwork as….
•The types of colour that have been used are…..
•The types of media that have been used to create the work are…..
•I think the artwork has been created because…. (does it have a purpose or function? Does it shock you?

Does it make you think? Does it make you feel an emotion or show a message?)
•The dominating areas of the artwork are…..
•I think the work is functional and structural OR ornamental and decorative because…..
•There is/is not a wide tonal range in the artwork…. (if so describe)
•Shadows are/are not used within the work…. The effects of this is….
•The artist/photographer is trying to portray a message of......
•The image communicates this message because.....
•The emotions represented in the work are......
•I would like to know more about...... because......
•The things I dislike about the work are...... because.....
•The things I like about the work are.... because....
•I think this work has been achieved by/using.....
•The title I would give the work myself is…
•The ideas I can take from this work and put in to my own project are........
•The aspects I would like to use in my own work are........
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Composition
Overall shape, where are thing positioned? Is
there an overall feel to the shapes the way they
have been organised? Do patterns occur?
Repeating forms? Horizontal or vertical? Close
up or long distance? Is there depth (perspective)
or is a ‘surface’ image on one level? Is it 3D?
Does it take up a lot of space or pierce space?

Artist Research
Page
You will need to look at a
minimum of 4 different
artists in your project.

What is included on these
pages?
•

•

•

•

Printed images of the artists own
work
Annotations using the sentence
starters on the previous page
Copies of the artists work mimicking the artist style as closely as
possible.
TOP TIP, save your annotations until last, this way you can write
around your drawings which will
give your page a more fuller and
pleasing look.

Artist Response Pages

What to include?
•

•

•

Your own photo’s, what
does the artist that your
looking at draw? Take your
own photos so you can
copy from them in the
same style as the artist.
Copies in the style of the
artist working from your
own images.
TIP: The more response
pages, the better.

Artist Response Pages

Development is about creativity
and exploring ideas in different
ways.
After your initial response to a
stimulus it is important that you
don't just keep producing analytical drawings
or market research. This isn't development.
Development is about selecting
ideas, visual elements, compositions and techniques from this initial work and using them in new
ways.

Development of ideas

Development is about creativity
and exploring ideas in different
ways.

After your initial response to a
stimulus it is important that you
don't just keep producing analytical drawings or market research.
This isn't development.
Development is about selecting
ideas, visual elements, compositions and techniques from this initial work and using them in new
ways.

Different types of
media:
Paint
-Acrylic
-Watercolour
-Oil
-Fabric
 Printing
-Etching
-Screen
-Collagraph
-Monoprint
-Cyanotype
-Lithography
-Block printing
-Poly block print
 Pencil, tone, colour
 Pen, ink, biro
 Batik
 Silk/Fabric painting
 Photography
 Clay
 Modrock
 Wire
 Paper Mache
 Inks/Dyes
 Chalk
 Charcoal


Assessment Objective 2 is about refining your ideas
through selecting and experimenting with appropriate
resources, media, materials, techniques and processes.
Your choice of resources should be linked to your understanding of the media and materials used by artists
and designers. Practical experience and experimentation will help you understand the possibilities of various media and develop your technical skills.
You don't have to use all the different ideas and methods that you have explored, but your final work
should be developed from or link with your studies in
different media. It is important to show that you have
experimented with processes and techniques, so you
should present your samples and studies carefully in
your workbook, journal or on mounted sheets.
You should make it clear how and why you have selected and used particular materials and working
methods. For example, you could present examples of
artists' work alongside your own studies. You could
explain the connection in written annotations.
Checklist
When using your discoveries in media, materials,
techniques and processes have you:
•
•
•

selected and presented your studies carefully?
made use of your discoveries?
made clear links between your work and that of other
artists, designers and craftspeople?

Recording your
ideas

Assessment Objective 3 is about recording your ideas, observations and insights. These can be visual, written and in other forms.
You should work from a range of experiences and stimulus materials, as each
of these could lead you to different ways of developing your ideas. You should
reflect upon your work, and consider what you have achieved at each stage
and what you will do next.
Evidence of your understanding and intentions can be shown by the ways you
use media, materials and processes, as well as in the ways that you develop
your ideas, skills and techniques.
You should demonstrate that you have reflected on how you developed your
ideas. This should be based on your selection of media, sources and contextual material. You need to show you have understood the formal elements in
your own work and that of others. You should also consider how you could
develop your ideas further on the set brief or theme.
Checklist
When recording ideas have you:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Collected images to show your inspiration and stimuli?
Made use of drawings, sketches, jottings, photographs and experiments
with different media?
Annotated images to explain how they fit into your development process?
Demonstrated your understanding through correct use of art and design
vocabulary?
Shown experimentation and selection of the most successful results for
your project?
Organised your recordings and presented them to show and explain your
decisions?
Clearly linked all of your work to your starting point?

Annotating your
work

Annotations are written explanations or
critical comments added to art or design
work that record and communicate your
thoughts.
There are several reasons annotation may
be used, for example to:
•

Analyse the work of an inspirational
artist or designer
record a technique

•

Record ideas

•

Explain the thinking behind an idea

•

Analyse the success of a technique,
idea or composition

•

Explain how a particular artist or designer’s style or technique has influenced your work

Annotations can be used for your own reference, eg to make a note of how you
achieved a technique, or to record an idea
you might like to try later.
They can also be used to communicate
information to the examiner that will help
explain your thoughts and decisionmaking processes.
Using annotations can demonstrate evidence of planning, decision-making and
problem-solving ability, which will all contribute towards your assessment.

Dos and don'ts of annotation
What to do
Do add labels which help explain your creative process, eg ‘Initial Ideas’, ‘Thumbnail Compositional
Studies’, ‘Exploring Negative Space.’
Do add details on techniques you might forget later, eg the stages you went through to achieve a
particular print-making or model-making technique.
Do record your thoughts on the success of the work
– what worked and what didn’t.

Do reflect on the work of artists and designers you
are influenced by and how this helped inform your
ideas.
Do write down ideas about what you would like to
try next, or if there is anything you could change to
improve an idea or technique.

What not to do
Don't write very lengthy comments. At this stage,
the purpose of annotation is to allow you to record
your thoughts quickly so you can explore them later.
Don't annotate in a way that distracts attention
from the work, eg by writing over an area of a
drawing in large text.
Don't use annotations to label obvious things, eg
‘oil pastel drawing of a bottle.’

Annotating your
work
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

On this page I have...... using.....
I was inspired by..... because.....
I have created them like this because....
The materials I have used are...
The techniques I have used are...
The links I have made back to my artist
are.......
I also tried.....
This worked because...
Some elements didn’t work in my drawings and experiments because....
The things I would change if I were to do

The Final Piece
And The 10
Hour Exam

FINAL PIECE & PLANNING
A04
Assessment Objective 4 is about presenting a personal,
informed and meaningful response, from your initial
research through to the final piece. You need to
demonstrate analytical and critical understanding as
you respond to your theme.
You must show that you have understood the theme,
and that you have an understanding of the way artists,
designers or craftspeople work. You need to demonstrate this understanding in your research and development studies, as well as in your final piece.
To make a meaningful response it is important to
demonstrate that you have selected suitable source
material and media. You need to make connections between your work and suitable contextual sources. You
should record your ideas as you develop them into a
completed final piece.
Organise your projects so that the development of
your ideas and the connections between all the elements of your work are made clear. There should be a
visual 'journey' from your starting point through to
your final piece that demonstrates your understanding
of your particular area(s) of Photography.

TOP TIPS:
Regularly reflect on what the

strengths and weakness of
your
Experiments are
Are you showing a wide range of

skills and producing outcomes of a sophisticated and
professional
Standard?
Do your experiments read from

left to right like a book, beginning to end?
Have you carried out a wide

range of photo shoots?

Planning and Creating
You will need to produce a minimum of x3 final
piece planning pages before completing your
final piece. The more ideas…… the more
marks…..!

Are the photos in your final

piece skillfully taken?
Are your final piece ideas ex-

citing?
Have you evaluated your final

ideas and made the connections to your previous work?

What should a final piece planning page
look like? (A04)

What to include:
• Photographs of
what you will be
drawing from
• Composition
ideas
• Technique test
• Annotations of
ideas
• Mind mapping
of ideas
• Mini tests of the
final piece

What to write
about on your
planning pages:
Which artist have
you taken inspiration from? Why
the path you have
chosen? What
was the main
source of
inspiration? What
techniques will
you use? Are you
happy with your
composition ideas? Have you tested this before in
your sketchbook?
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